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Abstract 

Analytical, numerical and experimental analyses have been performed to investigate the 

effects of thermocouple wire electrical insulation on the temperature measurement of a 

reference surface. Two diameters of type K thermocouple, 80µm and 200µm, with different 

exposed wire lengths (0 mm, 5mm, 10mm, 15mm and 20mm) were used to measure various 

surface temperatures(4oC, 8oC, 15oC, 25oC and 35oC). Measurements were made with the 

thermocouple in direct contact with the surface, with wires extending vertically and exposed 

to natural convection. Analytical results of the thermocouple wire with insulation confirm that 

there is no specific value for the critical radius and the rate of heat flux around the 

thermocouple wire continuously increases with the wire diameter even when this is larger 

than the critical radius. Numerical simulation using COMSOL Multiphysics software also 

confirms that there is negligible thermal effect from the electrical insulation. Moreover, the 

experimental results agree well with those obtained by both the analytical and numerical 

methods and further confirm that the diameter of the thermocouple has an impact on the 

temperature measurement. 

Keywords: Thermocouple insulation; conduction error; surface temperature, numerical 

simulation 
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1 Introduction 

When thermocouple wires are exposed to an environment with a temperature different to that 

of the object being measured, heat transfer occurs through the wires, which disturbs the 

system, alters the thermocouple junction temperature and causes an error in the temperature 

measurement. 

Boelter and Lockhart[1] carried out experimental work to measure the temperature of a thick 

stainless steel plate. The plate was kept at constant temperature(s) by heating one side and 

cooling other side by hot and cold air flow respectively. Two types of thermocouple were 

tested (iron-constantan and Chromel-Alumel) with different wire sizes and thermocouples 

were attached to the cold air side during the measurement process. Moreover, they 

investigated the influence of vertical and horizontal thermocouple attachment methods on the 

surface temperature measurement.  They suggested that using an inter-thermocouple wire 

inside a plate or extending the wires along the surface being measured for a length more than 

50 times the wire diameter can potentially minimise any measurement error. Tarnopolsky and 

Seginer [2] performed experimental analysis to study the effects of wire diameter and 

electrical insulation on conduction error during temperature measurement of vegetable leaves. 

Small wire(s) size (AWG40) type T thermocouples were placed parallel to the surface while 

the probe was attached using special glue.  Different surface contact lengths of insulated and 

uninsulated thermocouple wires were tested. They verified that a length of bare thermocouple 

wire glued to a surface requires only half of the contact length of an insulated wire to achieve 

a uniform temperature between its junction and the measured surface. He et al.[3]conducted a 

CFD analysis and compared results between the effects of vertical and parallel positions of 

thermocouples on surface temperature measurement. Thermocouple(s) were attached to the 

uniform heat generating surface exposed to air flow rate with different speeds. They showed 

that placing thermocouple wires parallel to the surface can reduce measurement error by half 

as compared with a vertical position.  

Various thermocouple arrangements inside low conductivity materials exposed to high heat 

transfer were examined experimentally by Brewer[4] and Dow[5].They proved that relatively 

high error was produced when thermocouple wires passed through a low conductivity 

material parallel to the heat flow. Therefore, they recommended placing the wires at the same 

isothermal surface of the junction for several diameters to minimize the error. Singh and 

Dybbs [6] measured temperature variation inside the body by inserting thermocouples at 

different depths parallel as well as normal to temperature variation through the body. They 
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advised that the thermocouple wires and the junction should be at the same isothermal plane 

in order to reduce error. Consequently, if the experiment conditions don't allow, then the 

temperature reading should be corrected. However, correction is not appropriate if the 

measurement error of the thermocouple is larger than the error due to conduction. 

Another strategy was adopted by Li and Wells [7]to measure surface temperature by pushing 

a thermocouple through a hole opposite to the surface. Surface temperature was measured 

during quenching process by a type K thermocouple which was inserted into the hole near the 

surface. Experimental and numerical study confirmed that the effect of the hole and 

thermocouple should be considered during the temperature measurement. Furthermore, Li and 

Wells [7] proved that an increase in the hole diameter caused larger effect on the temperature 

measurement. Two dimensional analysis by Bartkus [8]predicted that most of the error in 

thermocouple measurement within the body comes from the increase in thermal resistance 

between the thermocouple insulation and the surrounding materials.  Attia et al. 

[9]experimental and numerical results consolidated the conclusions of Li and Wells [7] and 

Bartkus [8]. Moreover, Attia et al. [9] studied the effects of different thermocouple materials 

properties (E, J and T) and the  surrounding material on temperature measurement inside the 

body. They showed an increase in thermocouple thermal conductivity augmented heat transfer 

and thus underestimated the temperature reading. Further, the existence of a thermocouple 

hole altered the temperature field around the thermocouple and caused a reading error[9]. 

Tarnopolsky and Seginer[2] observed that a thermocouple with lower thermal conductivity 

(type-K) needs 60% less contact length than one with a higher conductivity (type-T).Dow 

[5]pointed out  that because of its high thermal conductivity, alumina tubes produce higher 

error in comparison with resin-glass insulation when used as an insulation material for 

thermocouple wires. While numerical results of Kidd [10]for skin temperature measurement 

confirmed  that paring chromel-constantan wires gave a lower conduction error in comparison 

to other materials used for thermocouple wires. Experimental results of Boelter and 

Lockhart[1] showed iron-constantan gives higher error in temperature measurement than 

Chromel-Alumel. Shaukatullah and Claassen[11]performed experimental results for the 

temperature measurement of a chip surface with different thermocouple sizes and attachment 

methods. They advised that using a small diameter of thermocouple with lower thermal 

conductivity can minimize thermocouple wires conduction error. 
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Boelter and Lockhart [1] confirmed that there is negligible effect from electrical insulation on 

temperature measurement when the thermocouple diameter (including the insulation) is less 

than the critical radius. Further, Mohun [12] discussed analytically the effect of electrical 

insulation for temperature measurement inside a solid wall. Mohun showed that the presence 

of electrical insulation over a critical length can only affect the thermocouple reading if the 

wires pass through a variable environment temperature. Tszeng and Zhou [13]used the finite 

element method to analyse conduction error through thermocouple wires when the probe was 

in direct contact with the surface. They showed that when the heat flux along thermocouple 

wires insulation surface is small and the thermocouple is fine, the effect of insulation on 

thermocouple probe temperature is negligible. Moreover, Tszeng and Zhou[13]recommended 

using bare wire with small diameter rather than a larger diameter thermocouple with 

insulation. Woolley [14] confirmed that alumina oxide Al2O3 insulation causes higher 

measurement error in comparison to glass braid insulation during temperature measurement at 

the interface between aluminium and sand during a metal casting process. These results have 

been demonstrated for different sizes of thermocouples and for very high temperature 

difference (~ 1500K). 

Experimental results presented by Perera et al. [15] studying the effect of different fixing 

methods of thermocouple on an LED lens for surface temperature measurement. They 

indicated that using thermal adhesive tape or silicone elastomer has an identical effect on 

measurement. Furthermore, fixing the thermocouple junction with a spot weld gave better 

results than soldering or condenser-discharge welding (Boelter and Lockhart 

[1]).Shaukatullah and Claassen[11]showed that using silver epoxy or silver epoxy with 

insulating epoxy to fix the thermocouple to the surface gave a good contact and consequently 

lower error in temperature measurement. Moreover, attaching the thermocouple to the surface 

with polyimide or aluminium tapes produced higher errors due to poor contact. He, Smith and 

Xiong[3] mentioned that an increase of the epoxy drop diameter from 2.5mm to 7.5 led to 

reduced measurement error but this increased again for a diameter of 10mm. Moreover, the 

results confirmed that the thermocouple error can be minimized when using high thermal 

conductivity silver filled epoxy instead of classic epoxy of low conductivity.  

Another approach was followed by Robertson and Sterbutzel [16] who used two 

thermocouples and a heater which were attached to a probe. The first thermocouple is in 

direct contact with the surface, measured the disturbed temperature and the second, away 

from the surface measured the temperature of the probe itself. Both thermocouple outputs 
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were fed into a power controller which supplied a heater current proportional to the 

temperature difference. Consequently, the heater reduced the temperature difference between 

the thermocouples. When both thermocouples are at the same temperature there is no heat 

flux along the thermocouple wires and the first thermocouple accurately records surface 

temperature. 

In the present work heating and cooling impact of different stripped lengths of thermocouple 

electrical insulation and surface temperatures on the thermocouple reading was recorded. 

During the measurement process the thermocouple junction was in direct contact with surface 

without any fixing glue while the wires were extended vertically and exposed to free 

convection from the outside environment. Moreover, analytical and numerical analyses 

investigated in detail the effect of thermal contact resistance between the thermocouple probe 

and the surface on temperature variation within the probe. According to the best knowledge of 

the authors, these are the first experimental, analytical and numerical works investigating in 

detail the effect of thermocouple insulation on surface temperature measurement while the 

thermocouple is in a vertical position with no fixing glue. 

2 Experimental techniques 

2.1 Experimental setup 

The temperature controlled surface consisted of a conventional peltier device with one side 

attached to a large heat sink and the other side exposed to the environment with a small 

PT100 thermometer adhered using high thermal conductivity glue as shown in Figure 1(a). 

Figure 1(b) shows the electrical connections made to the Peltier plate consisting of two power 

supplies, peltier plate, switch (to reverse the current) andPT100 signal conditioning circuit 

feeding into a voltmeter.  

The temperature of the peltier plate was controlled by changing the current supplied 

(magnitude and current direction). The PT100 thermometer was connected to the voltmeter 

and a TC08 pico log data acquisition system to independently record the peltier surface 

temperature.  
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2.2 Measurement procedure 

Each thermocouple was fixed to a Z-positioning micrometer stage and pressed down against 

the peltier surface until the thermocouple reading became steady-state. The two 

thermocouples used were type-K with bare wire diameters of 80µm (250µmincluding PFA 

insulation) and 200µm (500µmincluding PTFE insulation), see Table 1and *manufacturer lab 

facility 

 
 
Table 2.The aim of this study is to investigate the effect of thermocouple impact on 

temperature measurement, therefore two specific sizes and types of thermocouple have been 

used. Different types or sizes of thermocouple may also be used but their effect will vary 

based on the size and properties of wires as well as their insulation. 

The average environment temperature was recorded while the peltier surface temperature (as 

measured using the PT100) was set to 4oC, 8oC, 15oC, 25oC, and 35oC as the surface 

temperature (measured by the thermocouple)was recorded. The insulation on the 

thermocouple wires were stripped off to various lengths from the tip, 5mm, 10mm, 15mm, 

and 20mm respectively to investigate its effect on the temperature measurement. Five runs 

were performed for each stripped length to confirm the reproducibility in each of the 

experiments. 

During the experiments the power supplied to the peltier unit was controlled by changing the 

current, keeping the peltier surface at a constant temperature as recorded by the PT100. This 

signal was input into theTC08 pico data acquisition system connected to the computer to 

allow continuous recording of the readings. Throughout this time the thermocouple was held 

in direct contact with the peltier surface while its signal was also continually recorded using 

the TC08 data recorder. 

2.2.1 Thermocouple calibration 

A thermocouple calibration process was performed by comparing the thermocouple reading 

when fully submerged in crushed ice and boiling water with the standard water freezing and 

boiling temperature respectively [17].Freezing or water boiling standard temperature was 

considered (to 2d.p.) as those at standard atmospheric conditions (e.g. 1 atm) where water 

boils at 99.98oC1and freezes at 0oC[18]. 

                                                      
1The boiling point of 99.98°C was used in accordance with the strict two point calibration of Vienna Standard 
Mean Ocean Water (VSMOW) and as used elsewhere in the literature, see e.g. R. Tillner-Roth and D. G. Friend, 
J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data, vol. 27, No. 1, 199. 
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The TC08 was connected to a laptop via a USB cable to record the readings. Consequently, It 

was recommended by Pico Technology Technical Support to unplug the laptop from its 

power supply to avoid incorrect earthing that may impact on the TC08 resulting in inaccurate 

measurement [19]. One advantage of the TC08 is that it incorporates cold junction 

compensation, eliminating measurement variations caused by drifts in environment 

temperature during the experiments [20]. 

2.2.2 Experimental results  

Figure 2 (a-b) shows the result of different exposed wire lengths for both sizes of 

thermocouple, 80µm and 200µm. The vertical axis indicates the difference between the 

thermocouple measured temperature and the peltier (PT100 measured) surface temperature 

while the horizontal axis represents the peltier surface temperature. The maximum 

temperature drop is equal to 2oC and 4oC for 80µm and 200µm respectively with an 

environment temperature of 13oC and the peltier surface temperature of 35oC. 

Experimental working conditions (atmospheric: 13oC and 1 bar) are essentially constant for 

each of the thermocouple sizes and every exposed wire length. During the experiments and 

due to the temperature difference between peltier surface and (4oC-35oC) and the environment 

heat will be conducted along the thermocouple wires. Figure 2(a-b) shows the error in 

temperature measurement by the thermocouple versus actual peltier temperature.  The plots in 

Figure 2(a-b) should have zero slopes if there is no temperature measurement error; however 

this is clearly not the case. It can also be seen that the 200µm thermocouple has a higher 

conduction error than 80µm for different stripped lengths as shown in Figure 2a and Figure 

2b.The reason for this is that the larger diameter provides a larger heat transfer area and 

consequently the heat flux to or from the thermocouple is higher. 

During the experiment the thermocouple probe was pressed against the peltier surface in order 

to increase the contact area with the surface and minimize the thermal contact error [21]. The 

probability of getting the same contact area in each experiment for the size 200µm is greater 

than 80µm because of the probe size. Therefore, it can be seen in Figure 2(a-b) that the 

experimental error of the 80µm is larger than 200µm (consequently the error bar is larger). 

Moreover, change in the peltier surface temperature leads to change in the air circulation 

around the thermocouple probe. Consequently, the combined effect of the air circulation (due 

to the varying surface temperature) and the effect of the probe contact area with surface cause 

a different experimental error resulting in a different error bar length, as shown in Figure 2(a-

b). 
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Generally, we can conclude from these results that the effect of the stripped insulation of any 

length on the temperature measurement is negligible or, more accurately the experimental 

error for a typical system is higher than the effect of the stripped insulation[6], see Figure 2(a-

b). Besides, the temperature difference between the environment and the working range of the 

peltier surface 4oC-35oC is not high enough to have a strong effect on the temperature 

measurement, see Figure 13.  

3 Mathematical modelling 

3.1 Thermocouple wire length 

It can be assumed that each strand of thermocouple wire behaves as a one-dimensional very 

long fin exposed to free convection from the outside environment, see Figure. In this case, the 

following analysis can be used to provide an analytical prediction of the wire length over 

which the temperature becomes equal to that of the environment. Fin analysis considers heat 

transfer by conduction occurring along the thermocouple wire due to its high thermal 

conductivity in comparison with the surrounding insulation, as such it assumes that there is no 

radial temperature gradient across the metal wire [6], see Table 1.  

We must consider that a thermocouple consists of contact between two dissimilar metals. 

Both wires have different physical and thermal properties and therefore should be considered 

to each have a different effect on the thermocouple junction temperature. To simplify this, a 

single equivalent wire model was adopted instead of the two-wire model see Figure 4[9, 

22].The equivalent bare wire diameter is calculated from  

Dweq=√2Dw (1) 

The equivalent insulation outer diameter is calculated by considering the average thickness 

around each wire, see Figure 4[22], which becomes 

teqins=
1

2
�2Dins-2Dw

3
+

Dins-Dw

2
� (2) 

The values of �ins and �w are listed in Table 2. 

Equivalent thermal conductivity����for a single wire model is calculated from [6, 23] 

kweq=
kw1+kw2

2
 (3) 

kw1and kw2 are given in Table 1. 

Heat lost by convection is calculated usingEq. (4)[21]: 
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dqconv=
2π(T-Tinf)dx

ln(
Deqins
Dweq

)

kins
+ 

2

Deqinsh

 
(4) 

Applying Fourier’s law through the elemental area: 

�� = −kweq���� ���� (5) 

 ������ − ���� − ����� = 0 (6) 

where� is calculated from  

Applying the following boundary conditions for a very long fin with outside boundary 

conditions as shown in Figure 3(b), 

T=T0 at x=0, andT=Tinfwhen  x→∞ (8) 

where, T� is the fin's base temperature.  

The temperature variation along the fin is calculated from  

The best approximation considers the thermocouple wire as a vertical thin cylinder so the 

Nusselt number ���can becalculated from [24]:   

NuH=
4

3
� 7RaHPra

5�20+21Pra �1 4⁄
+

4�272+315Pra H

35�64+63Pra D
 (10) 

whereNuH= hH ka⁄ ; Rayleigh number, RaH= gβa∆TH3 αaνa" ; Prandtl number, Pra= νa αa⁄ νa, 

see Table 3 for air properties. 

The heat transfer coefficient (h) is then derived as 

ℎ = 4�%3	( � 7*+�,-%5�20 + 21,-% �2 3⁄ + 4�272 + 315,-% �%35�64 + 63,-% �  (11) 

 

�=5 4

kweqDw
2

2

ln(
Deqins
Dweq

)

kins
+ 

2

Deqinsh

 
(7) 

T=Tinf + �T0-Tinf�e
-mx

 (9) 
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The maximum temperature difference between the environment and surface in our 

experiments was observed equal to (∆T=22oC), see  section 2.2. Substituting this temperature 

difference, with assuming a value ( into Eq.(11) to calculate ℎ. Substituting theses values 

into Eqs.(7)-(9) to calculate a new value of (. Repeat calculation above until ( reaches a 

constant value which represents the calculated length of the thermocouple wire where it 

reaches the environment temperature is shown in Figure 5. 

Figure 5(a-b) shows the required length for the wire end temperature to equal to that of the 

environment for each diameter of thermocouple with and without insulation. The increase in 

the diameter of the thermocouple leads to an increase in the area that is exposed to convective 

heat transfer with the outside environment. Moreover, a larger wire diameter means an 

increase in the cross-sectional area which allows more heat to be conducted through the wires. 

Consequently, a longer length is required for the 200µm diameter to reach the environment 

temperature in comparison to the 80 µm diameter wires. It is also shown that there is no effect 

from the length of electrical insulation for these two thermocouples. 

3.2 Thermocouple insulation effect 

Heat transfer to a cylindrical shape with surrounding insulation depends on the ratio between 

the insulation thermal conductivity and the heat transfer coefficient with the outside 

environment [21]. This ratio is called the critical radius (-67) and is defined as 

 

 

The following two cases explain the effect of ℎ on the heat transfer with the cylinder: 

Case 1: Assuming constant ℎ as calculated from Eq.(11)and solving Eq.(4),we can generate 

the results shown in Figure 6(a) where the heat flux continuously increases until the wire 

diameter becomes equal to the critical radius, at which point the heat flux starts to 

decrease.*manufacturer lab facility 

 
 
Table 2 shows the critical radius for each of the thermocouple sizes. 

The increase in insulation thickness enlarges the outer surface area which in turn increases the 

heat flux rate continuously until the diameter becomes equal to the critical radius. This can be 

seen in Figure 6(b) where the heat flux starts to decrease beyond a given diameter[21]. This 

behaviour of heat flux is understood by the fact that the thermal resistance to convection heat 

transfer is minimum when the cylinder outer diameter is equal to -67as shown in Figure 7. 

rcr=
kins

h
 (12) 
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However, due to the small size of the thermocouple wire, the effect of wire curvature on the 

convection heat coefficient	ℎaround the wires should be considered [24]. This case has been 

discussed in detail in Case 2 below. 

Case 2:The same calculation procedure as case1 is repeated however this time we consider the 

effect of wire curvature on h[24]. The variation of h with the wire diameter can be calculated 

using Eq.(11). In this case there is no minimum value of thermal resistance as shown in 

Figure 7. Therefore, we see a constant increase in heat flux with no apparent critical radius as 

shown in Figure 6(b).  

3.3 Thermocouple probe temperature distribution 

With these insights, we undertook a more detailed investigation of the effect of electrical 

insulation on temperature as measured by the thermocouple probe. 

3.3.1 Stepped fin analysis 

Thermocouple probe is the effective part which measures the surface temperature. 

Thermocouple wires interact with environment and transfer heat to (or from) the surface and 

alert the measured temperature[25]. Therefore, the probe measures the disturbed temperature 

not the actual surface temperature. Consequently, the temperature distribution along the 

thermocouple junction and wire can be analyzed by considering them as a stepped fin [26, 

27], see Figure 8.The thermocouple wires represented by the single wire model (see section 

3.1) were considered to be a very long fin while the thermocouple junction was considered to 

be a fin with prescribed end temperature [21]. Therefore, the junction temperature distribution 

can be calculated from Eq.(13)for the length 0≤x≤Dp: 

 

 

 

 

where �9 = :ℎ9;9�9�9,. �9 = kweq and is calculated from Eq.(3). 

Thermocouple wire temperature can be calculated from Eq.(9)for the length (Dp ≤x≤Lw): 

where�� is calculated from Eq.(7). At x=Dp:  �<=��=�9 joint between the probe and the 

wires the following boundary condition is applied [26, 27]: 

=9=> = ?@A@BC DEFℎ�9 + DEFℎ�9��9 − � DEFℎ�9�9  (13) 

=�=< = GHIJ��HKL  (14) 
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−�9�9 ��9�� = −����kweq ����� + ℎ��9 − �������< − ����� (15) 

Substituting Eqs.(13)and(14) into Eq.(15) 

=< = ILM��NILKLIL6�MNILKLM��NILKL + O�� + �2HP NLQ =>  (16) 

where, O = ���� �9⁄ . 

3.3.2 Electrical resistance analogy 

An electrical resistance analogy of the thermocouple thermal interaction with the environment 

and surface is shown in Figure 9. The thermocouple measures the average temperature of �< 

and �> which represent top and bottom temperatures of the junction, see Figure 8. Figure 8can 

be redrawn as electrical resistance as shown in Figure 9. If we assume *I, is very small 

therefore and can be neglected[25]: 

� = �M − �>*6 = �> − �<*9 = �< − ����*�  (17) 

Heat flux transfers through all resistance is equal to the heat flux transferred to the probe plus 

and the wires. Therefore,  � = �9 + �� (18) 

Applying fin analysis for both the thermocouple wire and junction heat fluxes are calculated 

using Eqs.(13)and (14) 

�9 = RSDℎ�9 − @A@BDEFℎ�9�9 Tℎ9;9�9�9=> (19) 

 �� = ������ U4 ����� =< (20) 

Substitute Eqs.(19) and (20) into Eqs.(18)and (17) then 

=> = =M − *6=<�V� − V9 1 + V9*WRSDℎ�9�9 (21) 

Substitute Eq.(21)into Eq.(16)then 

=< = =M�21 + *6V9RSDℎ�9�9 + �2*6�V� − V9  (22) 

where 
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V� = �X�X U4 �XG�2  (23) 

 

V9 = Tℎ;;;�;�; DEFℎ�;�;"  (24) 

 

�2 = IL6�MNIL�KLHKL M��NILKLIL6�MNILKLM��NILKL + O�� + �2HP NLQ  (25) 

 θZwas calculated from Eq.(22)and the results substituted into Eq.(21)to compute => while θ[is taken to be the value measured using the PT100 device, see section 2. 

Thermocouple tip size son the 80µm and 200µm diameter thermocouples were measured 

using a microscope and were found to be 449µm and 635µm respectively. These values have 

been used with values of *6 were 0.000025, 0.00035, and 0.000045[m2 K/W] for the size 

80µm and between 0.000045, 0.0005, and 0.000055[m2 K/W] for the size 200µm have been 

substituted into Eqs.(22) and (21) to calculate the results of the Figure 10 (a-b). 

The experimental data of a stripped insulation length of 0mm and 20mm were chosen for 

comparison with analytical results. Figure 11shows good agreement with the experimental 

results within 0.5oC for the values of *6 0.00035 [m2 K/W] for the size 80µm and 

0.000055[m2 K/W] for the size 200µm.Furthermore, analytical results show that the effect of 

the insulation is negligible for totally insulated and uninsulated wire of length 20mm for zero 

thermal contact resistance *6 = 0. Consequently, the other stripped lengths (5mm, 10mm, 

and 15mm) should be already having negligible effect. The analysis presented above is one-

dimensional and assumes the contact area between the probe and the surface is equal to the 

probe diameter. Thermal contact resistance depends on the shared area between the probe and 

the surface and in reality the probe geometry is irregular making it too complex to specify an 

actual contact area. Therefore, it is difficult to specify the actual value of *6.   
4 Numerical modelling  

A three dimensional model of the actual geometry of a thermocouple was created as shown in 

Figure 12. This model considered the actual size of the thermocouple wires and insulation but 

the geometry of the junction was represented as a cube with side length equal to the junction 

diameter. Consequently, the contact area is the bottom surface of this cube. In order to model 
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thermal contact resistance in COMSOL we need to define a thermal joint conductivity ℎ\ [28]. 

From Fourier’s law Eq.(5) 

� = ℎ\∆�	 ��̂�� (26) 

where 

ℎ\ = �7�M�7�M ��̂�_� (27) 

where�7�M and �7�M represent thermal conductivity of the contact layer between the surface 

and the junction and its thickness respectively. It is seen that ℎ\ is the reverse of *6. 
COMSOL applies a slit boundary condition[28]to include the effect contact resistance: 

−`	�−�a∇�a = − �7�M�7�M ��c − �a  
(28) −`	�−�c∇�c = − �7�M�7�M ��a − �c  

where subscript � and � refer to downside and upside of the slit. 

boundary conditions of Eq.(28)can be defined in COMSOL by creating a contact pair 

between the thermocouple junction and the peltier surface. Moreover, the ratio �7�M/�7�Mis 

equivalent to thermal joint conductivity ℎ\  [28] which is equal to the inverse of *6. The values 

of *6 0.000035[m2 K/W] for 80µm size and 0.000055[m2 K/W] for 200µm were selected 

from analytical analysis to substitute for ℎ\ in the numerical analysis. These values were 

chosen as they gave good agreement with experimental results to within 0.5oC, see section 

3.3.2. Using this model we investigated the effects of the two different exposed wire lengths: 

0 mm and 20 mm on the junction temperature. Figure 10 (a-b) shows a comparison between 

experimental and numerical results for the 80µm and 200µm thermocouples. There is good 

agreement between the experimental and numerical analysis for size 80µm as shown in Figure 

11.  

Figure 11 shows the maximum divergence of about7% while the highest temperature 

difference is 0.49oC in comparison with the experimental results. While the size 200µm 

deviates from the experimental results by 3.5% with about 1.1oC temperature difference when 

the surface temperature is higher than that of the environment. Furthermore, numerical results 

showed that the effect of insulation is negligible for totally insulated and uninsulated wire of 

length 20mm for zero thermal contact resistance *6 = 0.  

In the case of one-dimensional analysis the contact area was assumed to be equal to the 

probe(s) diameter, see section 3.3 and Figure 8. In the three-dimensional numerical model a 

squared shape contact area with side equal to the probe diameter was used Figure 12. Both 
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analyses assumed that the contact area was larger than actual value seen in experiments due to 

the spherical geometry of the actual probe. Moreover, surface roughness leads to increased 

thermal resistance in experiments, an effect that was not considered in the analyses above. 

Accordingly, the analytical and numerical analyses underestimate thermal resistance and 

consequently the calculated temperature drop is less than the true value. 

Furthermore, the percentage deviation of theory from experiment for both the numerical and 

analytical results is dissimilar as shown in Figure 11. The analytical analysis is a one-

dimensional approach where both thermocouple wires are assumed to act as a single 

equivalent wire, see section 3.1. Consequently, the effect of ambient temperature is 

considered on a single wire with an equivalent diameter and thermal conductivity, this differs 

from the actual thermocouple wire properties and size, see Table 1and Table 2. Whereas, in 

the numerical analysis the model is three-dimensional and the actual size and properties were 

used, see Figure 12. 

Experimental working conditions were approximately the same for both sizes of 

thermocouples. By comparing experimental, analytical and numerical results we can conclude 

that the thermal contact resistance of the thermocouple is in the order of 1×10-5 [m2 K/W] and 

1×10-4 [m2 K/W] for 80µm and 200µm respectively.  

Figure 13 shows a calculation of the effect of the electrical insulation when the peltier 

temperature is above the range considered in our experiments. The insulation has a negligible 

effect for the 80µm thermocouple even when surface temperature reaches 800[oC]. However, 

there is a noticeable effect of insulation for the 200µm thermocouple when the temperature 

reaches 250[oC]. Therefore, for larger thermocouples the effect of insulation should be taken 

into consideration at elevated surface temperatures. 

 

5 Conclusion  

Analytical, numerical and experimental analyses have been performed to investigate the 

effects of different insulation lengths on thermocouple measurements of surface temperature. 

During the experimental work the thermocouple probe was in direct contact with the surface 

while the wires were exposed to natural convection from the outside environment. Two sizes 

of thermocouple (80µm and 200µm) were used to measure a surface temperature. A 

satisfactory agreement was found between experimental, analytical, and numerical results 

within the range of surface temperatures measured (4oC-35oC) and an average environment 

temperature13oC. From this the following can be concluded: 
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1. Stripping different lengths (0mm, 5mm, 10mm, 15, and 20mm) of insulation has a 

negligible effect on the heat transfer along the thermocouple wire and consequently on 

surface temperature measurement. 

2. Both sizes of thermocouples considered, 80µm and 200µm have different insulation 

thickness, however, stripping different lengths has no impact on either measurement. 

Therefore, the effect of the stripped insulation is independent to the thermocouple size 

within the temperature measured range (4oC-35oC). 

3. The effect of stripped insulation on the thermocouples with a wire diameter of 

200µmbecomes relevant when the peltier surface temperature reaches 250oC while for 

80µm diameter wires insulation has negligible effect even for surfaces above 800oC.   

4. Regardless of the stripped length of insulation, a larger diameter of thermocouple wire has 

a larger impact on surface temperature measurement than a smaller thermocouple. 

5. The effect of the wire's curvature on heat transfer has been considered due to the small size 

of the wire. The impact of this curvature means that there is no specific critical diameter of 

the thermocouple wire(s) over which heat transfer to the wires decreases, see Figure 6 and 

Eq.(12).  

6. If the experimental error in temperature measurement is higher than the impact of using the 

thermocouple (with or without insulation) the error is negligible. Therefore, any stripped 

length of electrical insulation can be said to have no impact on measurement accuracy.   

7. The effect of the electrical insulation can be neglected until the surface temperature 

reaches 800oC for 80µmthermocouples while for the 200µm thermocouples the effect of 

the insulation must be considered when the surface temperature reaches 250oC. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 1(a)peltier unit, (b) peltier unit circuit. 
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(a) 80µm                                                           (b) 200 µm 

Figure 2Effect of variable distance of stripped electrical insulation of thermocouple on 

temperature measurement. The coloured markers represent different, repeat 

experimental runs. 

  

  
(a) 80µm                                                           (b) 200 µm 

Figure 2 (continued)  
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(a) 

 

       (b) 

Figure 4Cross sectional area of (a) two wires and (b) one equivalent wire. 

 

  

Figure 5Fin's length required to reach the environment temperature where each curve starts 

with the peltier surface temperature with and without insulation. 
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(b) 

Figure 3(a)One-dimensional conduction and convection through fin with insulation, (b) 

Cylindrical cross-section of with insulation. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 6Variation of heat flux with wire diameter (a) constant h, (b) variable h. 

 

 

Figure 7Variation of thermal resistance of the thermocouple wires with insulation of size 80 

µm with constant  and variable h. 

 

 

Figure 8Analogy of thermocouple with probe geometry as a stepped fin. 
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Figure 9Electrical resistance analogy of thermocouple thermal resistance. 
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Figure 10Comparison between experimental, analytical and numerical results for different 

values of thermal contact resistance between probe of and peltier surface for thermocouple 

sizes: (a) 80µm and (b) 200µm. 20mm stripped insulation of the experimental results is 

chosen for comparison. 
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Figure 11Comparison between the experimental, analytical and numerical results of the values 

of ef 0.00035 [m2K/W] for the size 80µm and 0.000055[m2K/W] for the size 200µm. Bars 

lengths and labels represent percentage deviation and temperature difference from 

experimental results respectively.  20mm stripped insulation is chosen for comparison. 
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Figure 12Demonstration graph of thermocouple three-dimensional model for the Numerical 

analysis. 
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Figure 13Analytical results for the thermocouple error measurement for peltier surface 

temperature up to 800[oC] beyond the experimental working range.  

 

Table 1Thermocouple type K material properties. 

*manufacturer lab facility 

 
 

Table 2Equivalent diameters for three sizes of thermocouple. 
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tins[µm] 85  150  ����[µm]Eq.(1) 113.14  283  

teqins[µm] Eq.(2) 198.33 285 

Deqins=Dweq+2teqins[µm] 311.5 633µm 

h Eq.(10) [W/m2 K]  124  53.3 

rcr Eq.(12)[µm] 2419.4 5464.5 
                                                   * measured by accurate micrometer. 

Table 3Air properties at atmospheric pressure and 20oC [24]. 

νahm2 s⁄ i αa [m2 s]"  kahW m K⁄ i Pra βa [ 1 K]⁄  µa 
hkg m.s⁄ i CpahkJ kg.K⁄ i 15 × 10Hk 20.8×10-6 0.025 0.72 3.403×10-3 18.1×10-6 1.006  

 

 

Nomenclature 
Symbol Description ���� Equivalent single wire model sectional area [m2] �9 Thermocouple probe cross-sectional area [m2] 

Cpa Air specific heat capacity [J/kg K] 
D Thin cylinder diameter  [m] 

Dweq Thermocouple bare wire equivalent diameter[m] 
Dw Thermocouple metal wire diameter. [m] 

D��M Thermocouple metal wire diameter with insulation [m] 
Deqins Equivalent thermocouple wire insulation diameter �9 Thermocouple probe diameter [m] 

g Gravitational acceleration [m/s2] 

H Thin cylinder height  [m] ℎ Heat transfer coefficient of free convection [W/m2 K] ℎ\ Thermal joint conductivity[W/m2 K] ℎ9 Heat transfer coefficient of free convection around the probe [W/m2 K]  

kweq Equivalent thermal conductivity of thermocouple wire [W/m K] 

kw1&kw2 Individual thermal conductivity of wires 1&2[W/m K] 

ka Air thermal conductivity[W/m K] 

kins Thermocouple insulation thermal conductivity [W/m K] 

kp Probe thermal conductivity[W/m K] ;9 Probe perimeter [m] �9 Heat flux to the probe [W] 
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�� Heat flux to the wire [W] -67 Critical radius [m] *I Constriction thermal resistance [m2 K/W]  *6 Contact thermal resistance resistance[m2 K/W]  *9 Probe thermal resistance [m2 K/W]  *� Wires thermal resistance [m2 K/W]  

teqins Thermocouple equivalent insulation thickness [m] � Temperature [oC] 

Tinf Environmental temperature [oC] 

Ta�� T_measured-T_peltier [
oC] �M Undisturbed surface temperature [oC] �I Modified surface temperature [oC] �> Bottom temperature of the probe [oC] �< Top temperature of the probe [oC] �9 Temperature variable of the probe [oC] �� Temperature variable of the wire [oC] 

 
Greek symbols =9 �9 − ���� =< �< − ���� => �> − ���� =� �� − ���� 

νa Air kinematic viscosity hm2 s⁄ i 
αa Air thermal diffusivity hm2 s⁄ i 
βa Air thermal expansion coefficient [ 1 K]⁄  
µa  Air dynamic viscosity hkg m.s⁄ i O �� �9⁄  

 


